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REBAR
Sylvain Willenz 2018
SYLVAIN WILLENZ’S INDUSTRIAL-INSPIRED TABLE IN REBAR AND MARBLE - Sylvain Willenz’s Rebar collection is a
series of coffee-, side- and tray tables that explores the possibilities of recontextualising construction materials
and processes. The design juxtaposes the reinforced steel bar frame with black marble tops and metal trays to
create a balanced aesthetic. The tables are available in three different sizes in round and rectangular shapes,
and are suitable for using in private, corporate or public spaces.

TULOU COFFEE TABLE
GamFratesi 2017
GamFratesi’s Spot Table was inspired by the traditional design of a tray table and the extra functional dimension
it offers. Comprising two basic elements – a spun steel round tray with a firm, easy-to-hold edge and a fourlegged frame in tubular steel – the minimalistic design enables the tray to be moved around different indoor and
outdoor spaces. Available in a variety of colours and finishes, its flexible design means it is suitable for use in a
wide range of private and public contexts.

SILHOUETTE SOFA
GamFratesi, 2017
GAMFRATESI’S MINIMALISTIC SOFA WITH PIPING DETAIL - GamFratesi’s Silhouette Sofa series is characterised
by the smooth curve of the sofa’s back, which seamlessly combines a strong character with a simple, organic
expression. With an angular front view and defining piping details, the sofa appears compact and economical
with space, yet is light and spacious and offers generous seating. The family comprises sofas in different sizes
and heights, with legs available in metal or solid wood and a number of selected textiles to choose from. The
different configurations and strong structural language make the sofa a natural choice for defining space and
creating intimacy in large and small areas in private and public contexts.

PALISSADE HOT GALVANIZED
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec 2016
Designed by French brothers Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, Palissade is a collection of outdoor furniture for
HAY in powder coated steel. United by a common principle of symmetrical geometry, the Palissade collection
is engineered to reproduce the same visual simplicity and core strength throughout. Designed in colour and
form to integrate effortlessly into a natural landscape or urban setting, Palissade is intended to be used over
a longer period of time and become more beautiful over the years. The chairs and benches are also available
with a hot-dip galvanised finish, offering maintenance-free longevity. The collection is suited to a wide variety of
environments, from cafés and restaurants to gardens, terraces and balconies.
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EIFFEL COLECTION
Line Depping & Jacob Jørgensen 2017
Based on a simple layering principal, Depping & Jørgensen have created a flexible and multifunctional range
of shelving units and tables using cast aluminium leg modules with powder-coated MDF square, round or
rectangular plates in different sizes. The shelving systems and tables are available in diverse colours, heights
and shapes, making them suitable for use in a wide range of private and public contexts.

REVOLVER STOOL
Leon Ransmeier 2018
Sharing the same bearing mechanism as the Revolver Bar Stool, which enables the seat to rotate 360 degrees,
Leon Ransmeier’s Revolver Stool offers a versatile and functional design. The slim, slightly dished seat
with curved edges is offset by straight, angled legs, creating an uncluttered silhouette that offers limitless
applications. Made in powder coated steel with a choice of colours, this lower version is suitable for a wide
range of public and residential environments.

CORNET STOOL
Jonas Trampedach 2018
Jonas Trampdach’s Cornet barstool is a classic barstool using an innovative steel tube technique inspired
by bicycle racks. The round solid oak seat rests on a slender steel base, creating an interesting balance of
proportions and profiles. The stools come in two different heights, with choice of wood finishes for the seat and
chrome or powder coated colour options for the legs. The stools are suitable for bars, islands and worktops in a
number of private and public settings.

ÉLÉMENTAIRE CHAIR
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec 2017
With Elementaire, Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec set out to create a chair that is both aesthetically and physically
balanced. A mélange of years of work and experience, Elementaire uses the latest technology to create a chair
that is robust enough to be a long-lasting object while still appearing delicate. Precise proportions and a clear
profile give Elementaire a charm that allows it to stand out on its own or look strong in a group. Designed for
everyday life, Elementaire fulfils basic needs in a balance of beauty and strength.

CAN SOFA/ RELAUNCH (NEW SEAT CUSHION AND SELECTION OF FABRICS)
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec 2017
The CAN Milan Edition was developed in collaboration with the design duo, Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, and
specially designed for the 2018 Milan Design Week Exhibition. Based on the desire to upgrade and enhance
the look and feel of the sofa while retaining the existing uncluttered profile, the Milan edition features a new
mattress construction, more fabric options and chrome legs.
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BUTLER
Shane Schneck 2018
Born from the desire to create a versatile step ladder to fit modern urban lifestyles, Shane Shneck has created in
Butler a clever and multifunctional household item. Providing two extra steps when used as a ladder, the larger
lower step allows it to be utilised as a side table, stool or bedside bench when not serving its primary function.
Crafted in solid oak with contemporary detailing, Butler comes pre-assembled and ready to use.

PALISSADE CONE TABLE
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec 2017
POWDER-COATED STEEL TABLE FOR OUTDOOR USE – Based on the desire to develop a series of tables to
complement the Palissade outdoor furniture collection, French design duo Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec teamed
up with HAY to create the Palissade Cone Table. Its solid base and ultra-thin steel tabletop share the same
graphic design idiom as the rest of the series, enabling the table to be strong without being bulky and elegant
without being fragile.
The series comprises various sizes with round and square tabletops; all featuring a stabilising concrete base.
Specifically designed for outdoor use, the powder-coated steel has a protective outdoor primer for optimal
durability and resilience. The collection is available in selected colours and is ideal for terraces, balconies,
gardens, cafés and public spaces.

BERNARD
Shane Schneck 2018
With the objective of creating a new and affordable design classic with a modern appeal to last future
generations, Shane Schneck’s Bernard explores the easy chair genre within a contemporary context. The
juxtaposition of a solid oak frame with a visually light cover creates a unique relationship between the two
components, resulting in a comfortable and durable chair with a distinctive design language. The frame is
crafted in solid oak with different finishes, and the cover will be available in leather or industrial strength canvas.
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